2012, August 3

Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening:
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Website:
Meditation:

Angelsu
530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-513-6472 [line 2, 3]
888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
Angelsu

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
[at 9:11]
BBS: ● A listener-supported radio station
● We need to catch up a total of $ 709 – chipping away at it! Many thanks!
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES FOR any of the T & R PROGRAMS
T & R: ● Need $575 for car repairs + $900 for rent by Aug 9th
● Still need food [see below for Whole Foods #] + gas money; rent by Aug 9th
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something: koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● To help with food: go back to Whole Foods
505- 992-1700 [Santa Fe #]
To get a gift card for Ram D. Berkowitz - see a link on the website below
https://premium.vcdelivery.com/wholefoods/gissgiftcard.aspx
Hard News:
R: spoke to KOS for 3 whole minutes!
● We are watching a very cheap version of Lucifer being exposed to the world!
● Wears Armani suits and rolex watchs while the world hanging by a thread!
● Lovely folks called Anonymous hacked into IRS
KPOJ – sitting in for Ed Schultz - Stanton Friedman, nuclear physicist:
● if Anonymous could hack into Romney's a/c, could hack into Pentagon and create some
interesting results – like seeing drone program cease operating, for example.
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Randi Rhodes: Imagine the reality of what is going on here:
● the good guys talking about the fact of the 13 families being behind their invincible fortresses
and with drawbridges and alligators in the moats, yet they can hide no longer:
● their hidden money is being exposed too
● Stanton F said we are on the edge of an extreme financial collapse! Talking about electronic money
which brings in idea of no paper money, only plastic with the RFIV chip in it
● Cannot continue to play with debt-based economy: need resource-based, heart-based economy
R: we are in great shape, yet the 1% is our biggest test – walking over the Grand Canyon with no bridge
● We can fly & walk on water
● Talked about a movie about kids in high school: they could fly & created quite a stir in their town
● they had the abilities; we are also co-creator gods who can use our gifts for love, not war
T: the New Ayatollah says Iran's path is undeterred by new sanctions
● Iran's pres says it's time to export refined oil products, not export crude!
● And about tightening up their internal process – having a resistance economy: where they
cannot be imposed upon by outside forces [sanctions are immoral, said Dalai Llama]
● Baghdad strikes back at Total, an oil co that wants to dig up an historic site to lay a pipe line underneath
R: Dr Hoagland, Dr Greer know about Leon Panetta, who is not a nice man
● the story is how to make the Pentagon into the Dep't of Peace as our friends land
● Panetta got an earful when he went with Mittens from Defense minister in Israel to take an
offensive movement against Iran – he [LP] made a promise he cannot keep
● The host on KBOJ program this morningDon't pay any mind to Leon Panetta – Romney egging on
sabre rattling with Netanyahu
● last desperate attempt to gen up support for Romney – Nikki Hailey literally believes
that we are in the last days, and the rapture us right around the corner
● they do not want to talk about their brothers and sisters from Nibiru who are coming to
take them home: difficult to talk about on Trinity Broadcast Network that pushes their
version of “jesus”
R: Stanton Friedman – spoke of what if Anonymous hacks into Pentagon & completely shuts it down –
drones stop flying; bombs stop falling – this is a sign of the times: the people of the world won't
take it any longer concerning the 1% declaring war on the rest of population
● Poppy Lady left a message for Rama – the women of Afghanistan are pulling it together – they follow
Padma Sai Baba; it was a life time of Sanat Kumara: they are challenging Karzi for his seat!
● Karzi is a criminal; brother is a heroin drug lord who worked with Gen Tommy Franks; they
slaughtered 4,000 Afghanis – Afghan Massacre; Convoy of Death
● Buddhist warlord – has large opium farm, best royal hashish – has the wax seal of Allah on it:
● the military has military script: they can buy the hashish with the script and delivering it all over
the world and bring the cash back to him, and they get the cash from him - this helps the women
Audio: Democracy Now: Amy Goodman remembers Gore Vidal
T: Various items

[SEE BELOW]

Yemen: less than 2 inches of rainfall so far this year: have to walk to water stations
● John Fugelsang & Stephanie Miller doing the Sexy Liberal Show, with Hal Sparks
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● Keith will be back on Bill Maher's show on Aug 17th, anniversary of Harmonic Convergence
● Pakistan: 900 women in Pakistan have been “honor Killed” - those who live, get their noses and
ankles cut off – there is a lady with an NGO and a team that travel around and help save
lives, grafting noses, helping re: ankles
● Article by Art Levine – “The Dark Side of a Bain Success” – Salon.com and a short version Bain took a
company over, supposedly a youth care program: a Troubled Teen Program – one of the kids died
[SEE BELOW]
● Severely affected people with Asperger's syndrome cannot control their rage; it' about a hang
over from past lives where something traumatic happened & the person has not gotten over this.
The people running the place would not believe the kid that he had a severe problem – after 2
days, he was found dead with severely twisted intestine
●Romney: Someone else has said Romney has not paid any tax; the one year of returns he did put out did
not mention accounts in Cayman Islands, Switzerland – about $33 Million + a secret a/c in Ireland
and one in Caribbean
●Argentina paid back a 10 year bond to its citizens – paid off foreign people [IMF, etc] and the citizens –
hopeful that this will restore confidence in the peso
● Brazil – massive bribes, politicians 2002 – 2005 caught buying votes – those who did it are facing 40
years in prison
● Russia, Moscow – Gorky Park – remodelled in European style; a group called the Scorpions played there –
being enjoyed by Moscovites
● NASA has a robot rover, being sent to Mars; has several sensors to relay about radiation, etc – can test
soil below the surface – we know that nuclear radiation takes water out of the body – ref to the
water in the Twin Towers disappearing completely when the bombs went off; the water on the
surface of Mars dried up during the time of the wars in the heavens & the use of nuclear weapons
● another Bain Capital co – Dunkin' Donuts!
Conference Call:

Please listen to the call: had trouble with phone line

Caller: asks about why Moses, Moab are buried in the west
T: Egypt is over here, not over there; reads from Secret Place of the Lion: Ch 2: Dawn, pp 45 – 53.
Audio: The Newsroom – last Sunday's program - there are healings going on in the program
Audio: Max Keiser
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Episode 321

Reuters/Jo Yong hak
In this episode, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss the virtual virtual economy getting hit by a
dustbowl and there are no gully washers or toad stranglers on the horizon to bring relief; meanwhile out
in the virtual real economy it’s all the bath-salts and beer you can drink and scalps for sale in California
as eminent domain falls into the hands of private bankers. In the second half, Max interviews Teri Buhl
about the possibility of San Bernardino county using eminent domain to seize mortgages from one set
of rich private investors to give them to another set of rich private investors.
T: 110° for a solid week in Oklahoma!
Meditation:

08-08-2012 ~ The Eighth Initiatory Gateway of Light

[SEE BELOW]

Audio: Swami Purna – the language of love is so powerful, you can melt a heart or destroy a world! Or
create a civilization or destroy a civilization!
Closing:
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Gore Vidal Remembered:

2003 Interview With Late Iconoclastic Writer & Longtime
Critic of U.S. Empire
The author Gore Vidal has died at the age of 86. A national icon who authored more than 20 novels and
five plays, Vidal was one of the best-known chroniclers of American history and politics. He dedicated his
work to writing and critiquing the injustices of U.S. society. In a 2004 appearance on Democracy Now!,
Vidal talked about the role of democracy in the U.S. dating back to the Constitution.
Gore Vidal: "The word 'democracy' is not only never mentioned in the Constitution of the
United States, but democracy was something that the Founding Fathers hated. This is not
generally known, because it shouldn’t be known, but it is. I wrote a little book about it called
Inventing a Nation that Yale published last year
“Our founders feared two things. One was the rule of the people, which they thought would
just be a mess. And they feared tyranny, which we had gone through King George III. And so,
they wanted a republic, a safe place for men—white men—a property to do business in. This is
not ideal, but it’s better than what we have.
"So, here we are bringing democracy to the poor Afghans, but only the real democracy, of
course, in the prisons, which we specialize in everywhere and which—one interesting thing that
came out of all that mess was now the world knows how we treat Americans in American
prisons. All that behavior, the humiliation and the violence and so on, that is typical of not so
much—federal prisons, somewhat, but state prisons, municipal prisons, detention centers. This
is the nation of torture. And those who disagree with me, you can write an angry letter at this
very moment, if you can write at all. Sit down and write an angry letter to the commander-inchief and have him examine the prisons."
Amy Goodman: "Well, on that note, I want to thank you very much for being with us, Gore Vidal."
Gore Vidal: "I just barely started."
*****************************
AMY GOODMAN: We end our show with the late and great author Gore Vidal who died Tuesday at the
age of 86; complications of pneumonia at his home in Hollywood Hills, California. A national icon who
authored some 25 novels, several plays, two memoirs, multiple volumes of essays. He was on of the best
known and most prolific chroniclers of American history and politics, dedicating his work to critiquing the
injustices of U.S. society. He made two unsuccessful bids for office, in 1960 when he was a Democratic
congressional candidate in New York, and in '82 when he campaign in California for a seat in the senate.
Described as the less noble defender of the American republic, America's last small-r Republican. I spoke
to Gore Vidal many times, but this time, in 2003 with Juan Gonzalez, I want to play an excerpt of the
conversation. I asked where he was on September 11, 2001.

GORE VIDAL: The United States is not a normal country. We are under—we’re a
homeland now, under military surveillance and military control. The president asked the
Congress right after 9/11 not to conduct a major investigation, "as it might deter our search
for terrorism, wherever it may be in the world." So Congress obediently rolled over.
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There was—I remember Pearl Harbor. I was a kid then. And within three years of it, I had
enlisted in the Army. That’s what we did in those days. We did not go off to the Texas air
force and hide.
I realized the country has totally changed, that the government is not responsive to the
people, either in protecting us from something like 9/11, which they should have done,
could have done, did not do, and then, when it did happen, to investigate, investigate,
investigate. So I wrote two little books, one called Perpetual War for Perpetual Peace, in
which I try to go into the why Osama bin Laden, if it were he, or whoever it was, why it
was done. And I wrote another one, Dreaming War, on why we were not protected at 9/11,
which ordinarily would have led to the impeachment of the president of the United States
who had allowed it to happen. They said they had no information. Since then, every day the
New York Times prints another mountain of people who said they had warned the
government, they had warned the government. President Putin of Russia, he had warned us.
President Mubarak of Egypt, he had warned us. Three members of Mossad claim that they
had come to the United States to warn us that sometime in September something unpleasant
might come out of the sky in our direction. Were we defended? No, we were not defended.
Has this ever been investigated? No, it hasn’t. There was some attempt at the midterm
election. There was a pro forma committee in Congress, which has done nothing thus far.
What are we? Three years later. This is shameful.
The media, which is controlled by the great conglomerates, which control the political
system, has done an atrocious job of reporting, though sometimes good stories get in. I’ve
worn my eyes out studying the Wall Street Journal, which despite its dreadful editorial
policies, is a pretty good newspaper of record, which the New York Times is not. If you
read the Wall Street Journal very carefully, you can pretty much figure out what happened
that day.
At the time of the first hijacking, according to law, FAA, it is mandatory, within four
minutes of a hijacking, fighter planes from the nearest airbase, military base, go up to
scramble. That means go up and force the plane down, find out who they are, find out
what’s happening. For one hour and 50 minutes, I think it was, no fighter plane went up.
During that hour and 20 minutes, we lost the two towers and one side of the Pentagon. Why
didn’t they go up? No description from the government. No excuse. A lot of mumbling
stories, which were then retracted, and new stories replaced them. That, to me, was the end
of the republic.
We no longer had a Congress which would ask questions, which it was supposed—in place
to do, of the executive. We have a commander-in-chief who likes strutting around in
military uniform, which no previous commander-in-chief ever did, as they’re supposed to
be civilians keeping charge of the military. This thing is surrealistic now, and it is getting
nastier and nastier as we are more and more kept in the dark about those things which most
affect us, which are war and peace, prosperity and poverty. These are the main things that a
government should look after and we, the people, should be told about. We have been told
nothing. And every voice is silent.
So I wrote two little books, which were then noticed by people who like to look at the
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internet, and then a few hundred thousand people have bought them. And I don’t come out
with conspiracy theories. I never became a journalist. I’m a historian. Because journalists
give you their opinions and pretend they’re facts. I don’t give you my opinions, because
they may be valuable to my mother, but they are of no value to anybody else. They may be
of value to me. But I give the facts as I find them, and I list them. And they’re quite deadly.
This government is culpable of, if nothing less, negligence. Why were we not protected?
With all the air bases, fighter planes, up and down the Eastern Seaboard, not one of them
went aloft while the hijackings took place. Finally, two from Otis Field in Massachusetts
arrived at the Twin Towers, I think at the time the second one was hit. If anybody had been
thinking, they would have gone on to Washington to try and prevent the attack on the
Pentagon. They went back to Otis, back to Massachusetts. So I ask these questions, which
Congress should ask, does not ask, which the press should ask, but it’s too frightened. It’s a
reign of terror now.
AMY GOODMAN: The late author, activist, essayist Gore Vidal died Tuesday at the age of 86 from
complications of pneumonia at home in Hollywood Hill, California. You can watch all of our
interviews with Gore Vidal on our website democracynow.org. Special thanks to our Baltimore crew.
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2012, July 18

Dark side of a Bain success

A for-profit health company bought by Bain -- that Romney profits from -- has exploded in size and tales of
neglect

By Art Levine

http://www.salon.com/2012/07/18/dark_side_of_a_bain_success/

Clockwise from top left: Brendan Blum, Sergey Blashchishen, Matthew Meyer and Lindsey Poteet. Aspen Education
already faced a wrongful death lawsuit over Meyer when Bain and CRC Health Group bought the company in 2006. Six
deaths since the takeover, including Blum, Blashchishen and Poteet, have generated either lawsuits or complaints of neglect.

It seemed a world away from the executive suites of Bain Capital when Dana Blum, a recent widow living in
Portland, Ore., made the fateful decision to send her son Brendan to Youth Care, a residential program for
troubled teens located in the suburbs of Salt Lake City.
Brendan, a 14-year-old boy with Asperger’s syndrome, had been extremely aggressive for years; he was even
arrested a few times after attacking members of his family. Local therapists hadn’t helped, and six months after
her husband died, Dana was frantically casting about for solutions. A consultation with UCLA’s neuropsychiatric
unit convinced her that Youth Care’s therapeutic and educational program would finally make a difference.
Four months into his stay there, Brendan had earned a reputation as a temper-prone student who tried to shirk his
obligations. So on the afternoon of June 27, when he complained to medical staff that he felt very sick, as if
something were “crawling around” in his stomach, his concerns were dismissed. After 11 p.m., he woke up,
complaining of stomach pain, and defecated in his pants. The on-duty monitors took him to the Purple Room, a
makeshift isolation room used to segregate misbehaving students. There, he suffered a long night of agony,
howling in pain and repeatedly vomiting and soiling himself. According to court transcripts and police reports,
the two poorly paid monitors on duty did little more than offer him water, Sprite and Pepto-Bismol. They never
telephoned the on-call nurse and waited until nearly 2 a.m. to contact the on-call supervisor, only to leave a voice
mail. There was little else they felt they could do — Youth Care’s protocol on emergency services meant they
were too low on the totem pole to call 911 themselves.
“They didn’t trust our judgement in emergency situations,” explains Josh Randall, a former Youth Care
residential monitor, who wasn’t on duty that night. “If you’re working for $9.50 an hour on the graveyard shift,
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you don’t want to buck the system.” At any rate, the monitors had little expertise in how to respond — it was an
entry-level job requiring only a GED, plus a CPR and safety course overseen by Youth Care itself.
When the morning staff arrived at 7 a.m., they discovered Brendan facedown on the floor of the Purple Room,
his body already stiff with rigor mortis. The state’s chief medical examiner later determined that Blum had died
of a twisted-bowel infarction, which requires emergency surgical intervention.
“It made me very angry that they couldn’t provide better emergency services for my son,” Dana Blum told the
online magazine Momlogic. “I feel like he was murdered” — although, in fact, no court has ever found Aspen or
its staffers guilty of murder. Blum, who, with the help of insurance and school district aid, paid Youth Care
$15,000 a month to care for her son, made those remarks in 2009; she can no longer speak publicly about
Brendan’s death, according to the terms of a settlement she reached last year in a wrongful death lawsuit against
Youth Care and its parent company, Aspen Education.
The failure at Youth Care was not due simply to the carelessness of a few workers — a point underscored when a
Utah court found that the threshold needed to pursue criminal negligence charges against the two monitors in
2008 wasn’t met and the charges were dismissed. And it wasn’t the only example of alleged negligence or
abuse at treatment centers for adult addicts and “troubled teens” that are owned by Aspen’s parent company,
CRC Health Group, according to a Salon investigation based on government reports, court filings and official
complaints by parents and employees, along with interviews with former clients and staff.
Our investigation found previously unreported allegations of abuse and neglect in at least 10 CRC residential
drug and teen care facilities across the country, including three I visited undercover in Utah and California. With
rare exceptions, such incidents have largely escaped notice because the programs are, thanks to lax state
regulations, largely unaccountable.
Court documents and ex-staffers also allege that such incidents reflect, in part, a broader corporate culture
at Aspen’s owner, CRC Health Group, a leading national chain of treatment centers. Lawsuits and critics have
claimed that CRC prizes profits, and the avoidance of outside scrutiny, over the health and safety of its
clients. (We sent specific questions on these basic allegations to CRC and owner Bain Capital. CRC would
answer only general questions; Bain did not reply.)
And CRC’s corporate culture, in turn, reflects the attitudes and financial imperatives of Bain Capital, the private
equity firm founded by Mitt Romney. (The Romney campaign also did not reply to written questions.) Bain is
known for its relentless obsession with maximizing shareholder value and revenues. Indeed, this has become a
talking point of late on the Romney campaign trail; he bragged to Fox in late May that “80 percent of them [Bain
investments] grew their revenues.” CRC, a fast-growing company then in the lucrative field of drug treatment,
was perhaps a natural fit when Bain acquired it for $720 million in 2006. In conversations with staff and patients
who spent time at CRC facilities since the takeover, there are suggestions that the Bain approach has had its
effects. “If you look at their daily profit numbers compared to what they charge,” Dana Blum said of CRC’s
Aspen division in 2009, “it’s obscene.” That point, ironically enough, was underscored by the glowing reports in
the trade press about its profitability.
The purchase of CRC came seven years after Romney publicly announced his retirement as CEO of Bain
Capital, where he had been in charge since its founding in 1984. But at the time of his departure, Romney
worked out an arrangement to continue to share in Bain’s profits as a limited partner in the firm. Today, he is still
an investor in 48 Bain accounts. Though he has refused to disclose their underlying assets, some information
about them can be gleaned. For example, he has reported at least $300,000 to $1.2 million, if not more, in
fluctuating annual earnings from Bain Capital VIII, the convoluted $3.5 billion array of related funds that owns
both name-brand companies such as Dunkin’ Donuts and the lesser-known CRC Health Group. Most of these
funds were made more attractive to privileged investors by being registered in the Cayman Islands tax haven.
And Romney’s connections to CRC run even deeper: Of the three Bain managing partners who sit on CRC’s
board, two, John Connaughton and Steven Barnes (with his wife), gave a total of half a million dollars to Restore
Our Future, the super PAC supporting Romney. They also each donated the $2,500 maximum directly to his
campaign.
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Bain takes over
When Bain purchased CRC, it looked like an investment masterstroke. The company, founded in the mid-’90s
with a single California treatment facility, the Camp Recovery Center, had quickly grown into the largest chain
of for-profit drug and alcohol treatment services in the country, with $230 million in annual revenue. Under
Bain’s guidance, its revenue has nearly doubled, to more than $450 million. CRC now serves 30,000 clients
daily — mostly opiate addicts — at 140 facilities across 25 states. In the first five years after its acquisition, Bain
had already extracted nearly $20 million in management-related fees from the chain, although Bain investors
haven’t cashed in yet through dividends or an IPO. Bain’s purchase, a leveraged buyout, also saddled CRC with
massive debt of well over $600 million.
According to company executives and independent analysts, hands-on oversight of subsidiary companies is a
hallmark of both Bain and CRC. Romney’s campaign literature boasts about Bain taking exactly this sort of
direct role in helping to turn around failing companies. “Over the life of an investment, they have a strong
management team willing to participate,” Sheryl Skolnick, an analyst with CRT Capital, a leading institutional
brokerage firm, says of Bain.
The CRC acquisition immediately made Bain owner of the largest collection of addiction treatment facilities in
the nation. Unlike some Bain Capital acquisitions, which led to massive layoffs, the company’s approach with
CRC was to boost revenues by gobbling up other treatment centers, raising fees, and expanding its client base
through slick, aggressive marketing, while keeping staffing and other costs relatively low. But that rapid pace of
acquisition couldn’t be sustained in the mostly small-scale drug treatment industry alone. So Bain Capital and
CRC set their sights on an entirely new treatment arena: the multibillion-dollar “troubled teen” industry, a
burgeoning field of mostly locally owned residential schools and wilderness programs then serving, nationwide,
about 100,000 kids facing addiction or emotional or behavioral problems.
One of CRC’s first acquisitions under Bain ownership was the Aspen Education Group. Founded in 1998 with
about six schools, Aspen Education had expanded to 30 troubled-teen and weight-loss programs by 2006,
including Youth Care of Utah. With Bain’s backing, CRC purchased Aspen for nearly $300 million in the fall of
2006.
Less than a year later, Brendan Blum was dead.
At the time of the CRC acquisition, Aspen already had a history of abuse allegations, including at least three
lawsuits, and two known patient deaths, one by suicide. Featured on “Dr. Phil,” it grew out of schools inspired
by the “tough-love” behavior-modification approach of the discredited Synanon program, which was eventually
exposed as a cult. By 2006, Aspen was facing a wrongful death lawsuit, later settled, over an incident in 2004 in
which a 14-year-old boy, Matthew Meyer, perished from heat stroke just eight days into his stay at its Lone Star
Expeditions wilderness camp in Texas. Nevertheless, less than a year after Meyer died, NBC’s “Dateline”
extolled Lone Star as part of a puff piece on Aspen’s success with overweight teens. As an Aspen press release
boasted, the show told how a rebellious student who did a stint at Lone Star “returned a month later with a new
outlook on life.”
In October 2006, just nine months before Brendan Blum died and as Bain’s deal to purchase Aspen Education
was being finalized, CRC received a far less upbeat assessment of Aspen’s services. Following some phone
conversations, family therapist Elisabeth Feldman walked into CRC’s Cupertino, Calif., headquarters to see Dr.
Thomas Brady, a psychiatrist then serving as CRC’s chief medical officer, in order to confront him about a host
of issues at Youth Care. She had stumbled upon the problems while trying to help her son’s former girlfriend, a
teenage girl who had suffered what Feldman called “gross mistreatment” at Youth Care. Of particular concern to
Feldman was a three-month delay before Youth Care hired a psychiatrist to assess the young woman’s deep
depression and a failure to treat her Lyme disease. Feldman’s ultimately unsuccessful crusade to get the woman
released had led her to seek the services of a Salt Lake City lawyer, Thomas Burton, who had settled two
lawsuits against Aspen Education for fraud, neglect and abuse.
Feldman had been part of Brady’s professional referral network for years, but this visit wasn’t congenial.
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Feldman presented Brady with a 100-page sheaf of legal and corporate documents — including her affidavit
describing “brutish punishment and isolation” at Youth Care — about Aspen Education programs in order to help
support her charges of abusive treatment and neglect. These claims included reportedly covering up the alleged
sexual assault of a female student by an Aspen employee at Turn-About Ranch in Utah; the girl was later ducttaped and restrained by staff, a former employee, Toni Thayer, told Feldman, after writing complaints about
abusive staff conduct to management, state regulators and the Garfield County sheriff in 2004 — but no
sanctions followed. (Subsequently, a lawsuit filed in June 2012 charged that staffers at the ranch engaged in the
“torture” of a 15-year-old girl in 2005.) According to Feldman, Brady said he wasn’t aware of any problems at
Youth Care or Aspen Education and sought to mollify her about Bain’s pending purchase of Aspen: “I have to
trust that Bain did their due diligence,” she recalls him saying. Dr. Brady confirmed, by email, that he spoke on
the phone and met with Feldman, but said he has “no recollection” of making those remarks. And he insists that
the documents she brought didn’t support her claims of mistreatment. Even so, he says he took her concerns
seriously and that CRC and Aspen conducted a thorough review. “I came to the conclusion,” he said, “there was
no merit to the accusations.” He remained as CRC’s medical director until May 2009 and said that although he
encountered a few “untoward event” cases at Aspen during his time there, he saw no “pattern” of unsafe care.
At any rate, Bain’s purchase of Aspen Education went ahead smoothly. When, months later, Feldman learned
about Blum’s death, she was horrified to realize her warnings had had no effect. “For Bain and the big guys,
nobody cared,” she says. “It was all about the money.”

Questionable deaths
When he died, Brendan Blum’s was the first publicly reported death due to apparent neglect in CRC’s 12-year
history. But in the six years since Bain Capital acquired the company, there have been at least five more
seemingly preventable deaths of patients at CRC’s residential programs. Since the Bain takeover, critics and
former employees charge that corporate attitudes have too often emphasized cutting costs and limiting public
scrutiny at the expense of safety and quality of care. These tendencies appear to have produced risky, potentially
life-threatening practices — only a handful of which have drawn public attention.
Several lawsuits have been filed against CRC over mistreatment of its clients, but the company has never
acknowledged any wrongdoing and has kept confidential any damage payments arising from legal settlements.
CRC is a significant player in the scandal-prone, decentralized field of residential teen treatment that has more
than 1,000 scattered facilities; the firm has nearly 36 therapeutic schools, wilderness sites and weight-loss
programs catering to youth.
The latest lawsuit over CRC’s current practices was filed in January against CRC’s prestigious $40,000-a-month
Sierra Tucson drug treatment center in Arizona, for the allegedly poor monitoring and treatment of what the
lawsuit says was an obviously suicidal 71-year-old patient, Dr. Edward Litwack; the center’s own staff had
assessed him as a “high” risk for suicide, requiring one-on-one supervision. He was reported missing last
August, but it took two weeks for the staff to find his corpse on the grounds. Last October, after an investigation
by Arizona regulators following Litwack’s disappearance found 42 major violations, the center was put on oneyear probation. The regulators found that ill-trained monitors spent too much time patrolling on golf carts rather
than actually interacting with patients. CRC had purchased Sierra Tucson in 2005 for $130 million as its “crown
jewel” shortly before plans to sell CRC to Bain were announced. “Then the business side started controlling
admissions,” says a former employee, who worked at Sierra Tucson before and after the CRC acquisition. “It
doesn’t take a brain scientist to realize that if you reduce staff [in key programs] and add sicker patients, there’s
going to be trouble.” With the addition of a new 44-bed lodge in 2007, staff at Sierra Tucson was stretched thin,
former staffers say; by 2009, a state licensing office fined the facility for having insufficient staff to prevent
high-risk patients from wandering off.
Other incidents suggest a corporate culture that often downplayed safety and quality of care. In 2010, at least
two drug treatment patients died at the overcrowded New Life Lodge in Burns, Tenn., according to wrongful
death lawsuits and an investigative series in the Tennessean. According to an account in the Tennessean, based
on public records and interviews with people at New Life Lodge, one of the patients, a 29-year-old mother
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named Lindsey Poteet, had come down with pneumonia and was drifting into unconsciousness when she was
driven in a private van to a Nashville hospital 30 miles away. The journey was undertaken on orders of the
facility’s medical director, although another hospital lay just eight miles down the road. Poteet stopped breathing
en route and died the next day in Nashville. The other, Patrick Bryant, died on his 20th birthday just four days
after being admitted to New Life; his mother alleges that he’d been misprescribed several medications and had
been unresponsive for hours before being discovered by staff.
A third patient, 18-year-old Savon Kinney, died last October just days after leaving New Life in a state of
disorientation, his sister told the newspaper; his death sparked a state investigation.
After the Tennessean series appeared last summer and fall, the state’s Department of Mental Health froze all new
admissions to the facility. (It was finally allowed to admit a smaller number of new patients in early April.) One
former patient, Malea Fox, who had befriended Poteet at New Life, told me that she called state Medicaid (also
known as TennCare), the facility’s primary funder, to complain that the facility was far too overcrowded for
personalized care. “All they [New Life] care about is making money,” she said.
In 2009, the state of Oregon forced the closing of two teen programs run by Aspen Education. State investigators
found nine cases of abuse and neglect at Mount Bachelor Academy in central Oregon, including incidents of
“sexualized role play,” in which young patients were allegedly forced to do lap dances during therapy sessions.
After Mount Bachelor and its director threatened costly lawsuits, the state’s Department of Human Services
softened the language of the report; CRC claims the allegations were false (while also fighting $37 million in
abuse lawsuits over the school’s pre-CRC practices). Even so, DHS “stands by our findings,” a spokesman says
of the 2009 report. That same year, at SageWalk Wilderness School in Hampton, Ore., 16-year-old Sergey
Blashchishen died of heatstroke on his very first school hike, in an incident eerily reminiscent of Matthew
Meyer’s 2004 death in Texas. One morning in August, Blashchishen suited up in an 80-pound backpack; by
afternoon, the heat had topped 80 degrees, and he was soon staggering, drifting off the trail , and complaining of
dizziness and exhaustion. Staffers contended he was faking his symptoms and failed to call 911 until his pulse
had stopped; that death is the focus of a negligent homicide investigation.
To CRC officials, the lawsuits, criminal investigations and state sanctions all come in response to isolated
events, aren’t “systemic,” and shouldn’t reflect on the dedication and quality of a large company serving 30,000
trouble-prone teens and substance abusers each day. The company declined to respond to a memo outlining
allegations made by alumni, parents and former employees about questionable practices at specific programs,
citing a legal requirement to protect patient confidentiality. But a public relations consultant, Robert Weiner, who
works closely with CRC and its most prominent board member, Gen. Barry McCaffrey, President Bill Clinton’s
drug czar, did respond in general terms in a phone interview: “The people you cited can whine all they want, but
that’s just a bunch of specifics we can’t talk about compared to 30,000 people a day we’re making better lives
for.”
“In a human-run company there will be human errors in some cases,” he added. “But in other cases, it’s
garbage.”
In a December 2011 press release in response to the Tennessean series, CRC vice president Jonathan Ciampi
disputed criticism of CRC over the reported deaths, citing positive surveys of parents and clients, and
certification by government regulators and accrediting agencies. “Safety and quality are our highest priorities.”
And in a conference call last fall for investors, CRC’s new CEO, Andrew Eckert, discounted the developments in
Tennessee as merely “unwelcomed bumps in the road.” In fact, later in the call he claimed that “CRC is in the
process of staking its ground as the definitive leader in clinical excellence.”
Camp recovery: More patients, more revenue
Such claims of excellence do not seem to have pierced the canopy of the Santa Cruz redwoods, home to Camp
Recovery, the first drug treatment facility CRC purchased in the mid-’90s. Nestled on 25 hilly acres in Scotts
Valley, Calif., Camp Recovery is an idyllic setting for recovery for as many as 70 adults and teens at a time. Yet
after Bain purchased CRC in 2006, according to former employees, safety and quality eroded, while state
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agencies periodically reported increasingly more troublesome findings after 2006 regarding conditions at the
camp. “It got progressively worse,” says Tom Corral, a counselor who was employed there before CRC bought
Camp Recovery and worked there on occasion after the Bain takeover. Meanwhile, prices were steadily jacked
up from about $6,000 a month to as high as $18,000. Under Bain ownership, Corral says, “they’ve been under a
lot of pressure to cut costs, and they’ve been squeezed for profit.”
What most alarmed Corral and other former employees was that ever sicker and more mentally disturbed
patients kept being admitted. The governing view, Corral recalls, was, “You’ve got to keep them at all costs.”
Camp Recovery is registered with the state as a nonmedical facility, and so patients needing intensive medical or
psychiatric care should be referred elsewhere. But such restrictions soon collapsed, say former staffers, in a drive
for profits. “Certified nurses were reprimanded when we complained to the intake office,” says one former
nurse. “When I didn’t want to admit a person who was falling down drunk, they wrote me up.” Former staffers
say that Camp Recovery’s business staff even began to pressure nurses to knowingly admit patients with
potentially deadly MRSA infections, which, the CDC warns, may require treatment by an infectious disease
specialist. Shawn Bottoroff, a former clinical technician who left Camp Recovery last year, said that when she
started in 2007, nurses were primarily responsible for determining who was stable enough for admission. But
they were soon overridden by camp administrators seeking to rope in more clients, Bottoroff and other former
workers say.
To Denise Murphy, a former director of the camp’s adolescent unit, the decline became especially noticeable in
2008, when a new executive director took over, Bobby Stearns, hand-picked by CRC, who was determined,
according to complaints to the NLRB, to crush a unionization drive and keep down costs. “It was so dangerous
there, they’re lucky they didn’t get sued,” Murphy says. According to complaints made by staff at the time to the
now-reorganized California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, CRC cut back on everything from drugtesting kits to staffing levels. In a 2009 interview, Stearns said any staff cuts were due to declining patient
numbers. But eventually, the Department of Social Services, which has oversight over the facility’s 17-bed
adolescent unit, confirmed that caseloads had soared and kids ran wild at night. The agency demanded corrective
actions — improvements that former employees say were in large part ultimately abandoned.
Equally troubling, former staffers report a pattern that echoes the events surrounding the deaths of Brendan
Blum and Lindsey Poteet at other CRC facilities: When patients face a medical crisis, ambulances are usually
not summoned. Instead, “techs,” whose emergency training, the former employees say, is generally limited to a
two-hour CPR course, are ordered by supervisors to use a van lacking medical equipment to drive patients to the
emergency room in nearby Santa Cruz. The tactic, say former employees, helps prevent the facility from being
flagged in the 911 system, risking unwelcome attention from state or local officials.
The administrative resistance to calling 911 was so pronounced that when one overmedicated, mentally disturbed
patient fled the facility in hysterics one summer day in 2008, she was left to lie on the road outside the gate,
screaming for help before collapsing into convulsions. One camp executive told staff on duty at the time, “Leave
her alone. We don’t want to make a scene,” according to Bottoroff and other former staffers. It was left to
neighbors to call 911. Nevertheless, the camp still makes more emergency calls than any comparable facility in
the Santa Cruz area, according to addiction and ER doctors who reviewed 911 log data we obtained — perhaps a
measure of just how ill many of the patients are at this nonmedical facility. That log showed 158 calls between
January 2008 and August 2011. “That’s a lot of calls,” a local government official says. “It ought to be
investigated.” Logged 911 calls represent only a small portion of total ER visits, the official observes, because it
doesn’t account for people who arrive by other means.
Camp Recovery’s drive for secrecy was especially pronounced when it came to potential instances of sexual
misconduct, violence or drug use among the adolescents in treatment, former staffers say. “There were several
situations in which we were told by the director of the adolescent unit, per [current executive director] James
Bailey, not to call 911,” says Bottoroff. Former staffers speak of wild nighttime teen assaults on weaker youth or
even staff, and recount hushed-up incidents of underage girls having sex with adult male patients at their cabins.
“They were trading favors for cigarettes and alcohol,” Bottoroff says of one such incident she encountered. In
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almost all such cases of on-site crime, according to an employee complaint to state regulators, the orders handed
down from Stearns, the former executive director, in 2009 were clear: “We don’t contact the police.”
State investigators were rarely able confirm the most serious employee allegations on the few occasions when
they bothered to investigate, a review of state reports shows. But this could be due to efforts by managers to
cover their tracks. Trevor Bottoroff, a former Camp Recovery counselor and Shawn’s husband, says that
sometimes managers would rewrite log sheets to make them seem more benign. At other times, supervisors
would simply remove them. Murphy, the camp’s former adolescent director, came to see CRC as “the slumlords
of treatment.” Other evasions are commonplace at Camp Recovery. The camp openly advertises that it offers
prescription-based medical detox, though it is not licensed as a medical facility to do so.

A failure of oversight
But such complaints against CRC have rarely led to consequences for either their drug treatment or youth
programs. The troubled teen industry in particular is a regulatory Wild West, with some states lacking any
licensing system at all for these residential programs. Even some states that do license, such as Utah, appear
unable to guarantee patient safety: about 10 young people are known to have died since 1990 while attending
Utah residential and wilderness programs. Regulators often shield the teen care industry from genuine scrutiny,
according to investigations by the GAO, congressional hearings in 2007 and 2008, and reports by such mental
health advocates as the Bazelon Center and Mental Health America.
In California, regulation of drug treatment facilities appears especially ineffective. California’s Department of
Alcohol and Drug Programs, for example, has never investigated the deaths of nearly 200 patients over five
years at CRC’s 12 outpatient methadone clinics. Mostly likely, addiction experts say, the clients’ rampant
substance abuse is the culprit, not sloppy practices at CRC, but that supposition has not been rigorously tested. In
fact, Pennsylvania regulators cited two of CRC’s methadone clinics for failing to properly screen patients for
drugs or narcotic use, a potentially deadly oversight. Weiner, the CRC spokesperson, said that CRC itself would
doubtless look into any client deaths: “At least somebody’s going to wonder why they didn’t come in for their
treatment the next day.”
“The programs have experienced the reality that there are no consequences if anyone dies,” says a
knowledgeable ex-government official about California’s drug programs, including CRC’s methadone clinics,
which have become the chain’s cash cow. With nearly 27,000 daily clients nationwide at 54 outpatient clinics,
CRC founder Barry Karlin was dubbed by Treatment magazine “America’s Methadone King.”
Loose oversight seems to have been critical in enabling CRC to flourish. It’s hard to imagine, in particular, that
without the scandalously weak monitoring of the teen treatment industry CRC’s Aspen division would be able to
continue its harshly regimented, unproven behavior-modification methods and dicey emergency protocols.
“Without regulations and enforcement, this profitable industry will continue to have actors that present
unacceptable risks to the children they serve,” U.S. Rep. George Miller, D-Calif., said last year when introducing
a federal oversight bill.

A culture of abuse and neglect?
This apparent lack of oversight in the teen industry, combined with a widespread view by providers that their
charges are manipulative troublemakers, has allowed a toxic culture of psychological abuse and medical neglect
to prevail, according to parents, alumni and federal officials. As Greg Kutz, a GAO investigator, said in
testimony about the industry in general before Congress, “It seemed that the only way program managers would
believe they [the students] were not faking it is if they stopped breathing or did not have a pulse.” That culture is
visible even at Aspen’s most upscale residential programs, such as Island View in suburban Syracuse, Utah. One
former student there, Colleen Davidson, now 20, who graduated from the program in 2009, recalls her alarm
when she coughed up blood one morning as she stood at the bathroom sink. She says she was never allowed to
see a doctor because by the time the nurse wandered by a few hours later, another student had rinsed the blood
from the sink. “They assume you’re lying,” she says.
For months, CRC denied me press access to any of its facilities, so I visited Island View last August posing as a
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father of a troubled girl. During that visit, director Laura Burt confirmed this skeptical stance toward potential
medical emergencies. She said the nursing staff would see my daughter immediately in case of a medical crisis
but would monitor her if they suspected fakery: “We’re not going to rush her to the hospital if she’s just saying
that and there is nothing that says it.”
In March 2008, Duane Bernard rescued his son Matthew, then 16, from another Aspen program, Adirondack
Leadership Expedition in Saranac Lake, N.Y., after gleaning from one of his son’s monitored letters the brutal
conditions he was enduring. Matthew, who was sent to Adirondack by his mother during a custody dispute, later
told his father of food deprivation, neglect of serious medical complaints, and cruel taunting by instructors,
including an incident when field staff pressured one kid to lick clean a urine-soaked cup. Medical neglect,
Duane Bernard says, was ingrained in Adirondack’s get-tough “wilderness therapy.” Father and son say that
during Matthew’s monthlong stay, he was required to go camping in subfreezing weather with too-thin clothing
and sleeping gear, and he soon developed severe numbness and frostbite in his right foot. But he wasn’t taken to
an urgent care facility until shortly before his release and required eight months of medical treatment afterward.
Duane Bernard wrote in April 2008 to state officials alleging child abuse, enclosing Matthew’s written
descriptions of his alleged maltreatment, but the state’s child protection agency said it had no jurisdiction over
Adirondack. “They blew us off,” Bernard says.
I heard Matthew’s experience echoed in conversation after conversation with Aspen alums, many of whom suffer
nightmares and PTSD-like symptoms. Hannah Sangillo of Bethesda, Md., now 19, ended up at SUWS of the
Carolinas, Aspen’s showcase wilderness program in North Carolina’s breathtaking Pisgah National Forest, in
2010. She now considers her 49-day summer stay “child abuse.” She recounts one of several instances of heat
exhaustion she experienced during hours-long hikes designed to promote self-reliance and personal growth.
Even on scorching, humid days, when temperatures soared into the mid-90s, groups of girls were saddled with
60-pound-plus packs, exceeding Girl Scout safety guidelines. “I was not able to walk straight,” she says of one
incident. “I was stumbling and sweating profusely. I kept telling people I needed to stop and they said: ‘No, we
can’t stop yet.’” She temporarily blacked out, only to be dragged to her feet by fellow campers and prodded
along the trail at the urging of what SUWS calls its “highly trained” field instructors. By the end of the summer
ordeal, nearly half of her small team of girls had collapsed during hikes, she says, without receiving any medical
attention.
Throughout their time there, neither Sangillo nor Hannah Spungen, a 2007 SUWS graduate, ever saw a single
staffer actually help young residents with medical problems. These included everything from heroin withdrawal
to all-night vomiting caused by drinking from fecal-contaminated streams during their daily hikes.
Before I interviewed the two alumni, I met with Shawn Farrell, executive director of SUWS of the Carolinas,
who insisted to me that emergency care is a top priority. (Subsequently, CRC declined to answer any questions
about allegations of medical neglect at this SUWS program. Shawn Farrell, the executive director of SUWS of
the Carolinas, insisted to me that emergency care is a top priority. He says field staff are instructed to radio in
symptoms of any injuries or illness immediately to the base camp’s field medic and, if needed, arrange transport
to a hospital only eight miles away. “We want the doctors to do the diagnosis,” not the outdoors staff, he says.
But this policy appears to falls apart in the execution. In Spungen’s experience, “There’s no protocol in place to
make sure it’s safe for you.”
These incidents seem to illuminate an institutional culture that allowed Sergey Blashchishen to die in 2009
before ever receiving emergency medical aid. As one government investigator told me about the field instructors
at SageWalk, where Blashchishen died, “They were highly trained, but the culture overrode that.” The SageWalk
Field Instructor Manual — like other Aspen manuals, vetted by CRC, according to a former CRC official —
requires staff to go through a rigid “chain of command” before emergency help can be summoned. “There are
inherent delays in a system like this,” the investigator observed. CRC spokesman Weiner defended those
procedures: “If there’s a [medical] issue they should go to the top supervisors,” he said. “I don’t see how that’s
wrong to make sure you’re doing the right thing. That’s why they’re not the boss.”
Yet Weiner also insisted that CRC is “aware of complaints and problems at Aspen and wants to make sure it has
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the best practices possible.” To that end, he pointed to a recent initiative by CRC to ensure that all its teen
programs are certified by two leading accrediting agencies, CARF (the Commission on Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities) and a body known as the Joint Commission, a 60-year-old industry-funded nonprofit
that accredits thousands of health care programs in the United States. This is perhaps of scant comfort, given that
members of Congress harshly criticized the Joint Commission in the wake of revelations of medical negligence
at Walter Reed and other Joint Commission–accredited hospitals. Moreover, many facilities in one of the most
notorious chains in the teen treatment field, Straight Inc., were approved by accrediting agencies, including the
Joint Commission, until they shut down in the wake of lawsuits and state action. Some maintained their high
ratings even after Straight Inc. and several of its spinoffs were hit by state investigations and at least 90 lawsuits
alleging abuse.

No turnaround from the turnaround experts
Despite the accumulating lawsuits, state investigations and even criminal inquiries, Bain Capital has yet to force
a major shake-up in the culture or leadership of CRC. Aspen co-founder Elliot Sainer and CRC CEO Barry
Karlin remained in their executive posts until they retired in 2007 and 2010, respectively. Both now serve on the
CRC board of directors. Trina Packard, the executive in charge at Youth Care when Brendan Blum died, remains
in her post to this day.
Rather than instituting reforms, CRC seems to have responded to the series of lawsuits, in part, by requiring
parents to sign elaborate contracts that feature sweeping “hold harmless” clauses even in the case of death. “This
is a business-driven model: caveat emptor,” one Utah Education Department official conceded on background.
The contracts leave parents like Julie Scheule, a Wisconsin mom, with little recourse when they suspect
deception or abuse. In 2007, she sent her daughter, then 15, to an Aspen facility in Utah, since closed, called
Aspen Ranch. Aspen, she now charges, “abused parental trust, abused our bank account, and abused the kids in
their care.” She had a change of heart when she realized she was being hit with thousands of dollars in extra
costs and flew to the ranch to remove her daughter. She recalls her daughter hugging her, trembling, and saying,
“Please mama, take me out of here.”
Aspen uses what the teen treatment industry calls a “levels” model that grants more privileges and freedoms as
students follow the rules, but imposes sanctions of varying severity on those who slip up or disobey.
Punishments were more often psychological than physical. According to former students, emotionally brutal
isolation punishments and peer-driven encounter “therapies” were commonly employed to break down
resistance, especially at Island View. For Colleen Davidson, the former student there who coughed up blood, the
worst part was when students were prodded to confront each other about real or fabricated transgressions in
harsh encounter sessions. (In fact, she says, they were very similar to the group therapies cited in the June
“torture” lawsuit against Turn-About Ranch.) The sessions were so terrifying that girls resorted to desperate
measures to avoid attending, according to Davidson. She recalls that some girls choked themselves to induce
fainting; one rubbed feces in her own eyes to cause an infection.
“They break you down, but they don’t really build you back up,” she says of the Island View approach. “I have
nightmares from it, and the memories are really awful.”

The no-data zone
CRC declined to address any program-specific allegations. A company spokesperson, Kristen Hayes, instead
summed up the company’s approach in a written statement: “Our mission is to bring best practices to our
industry in clinical excellence and quality patient care,” she wrote by email. “Our comprehensive risk and
compliance protocols help to ensure the delivery of the safest, proven treatment processes.”
CRC has said that its teen care programs are based on recognized and evidence-based programs, including one
called contingency management. But critics suggest that the approach as actually applied by Aspen is
inconsistent with contingency management — which emphasizes primarily positive reinforcement — while
alumni and lawsuits filed over the years by parents of former teen patients describe instead a distorted
atmosphere of terror and punishment that undercuts their possible utility.
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But there are virtually no independent, well-designed, peer-reviewed studies showing that any residential
programs for troubled teens actually work — and none at all for the behavior-modification approaches employed
by Aspen. Research funded by the Department of Justice and a literature review by the NIH both found, in the
context of youth violence and crime prevention, that get-tough, discipline-based approaches generally do more
harm than good.
Shy of evidence, CRC’s PR machine offers up testimonials from pleased parents and CRC-funded surveys of
parents and students that report positive outcomes. Hayes put me in touch with one of these parents, the mother
of a self-destructive, drug-abusing 15-year-old son whom she sent to Island View, the Aspen program Colleen
Davidson attended, after other treatments had failed. “I didn’t want to stand around and wait for my child to die,”
she says bluntly. Enrolling him in Aspen, she says, was the turning point. “I wish all kids were as lucky as my
son,” she says.
And what can’t be washed away by good PR can always be described as an unavoidable tragedy. At Youth Care
of Utah, admissions counselor Claire Roberts offered up this sort of soft-focus gloss when she told me about the
death of Brendan Blum. “It was very traumatizing for us,” she said. Then she added philosophically, “These
things happen.”

No plausible deniability
Mitt Romney may not know the details of Brendan Blum’s death, but it is difficult to imagine he wouldn’t be
aware of the troubles facing CRC and the residential teen-treatment industry as a whole. Not only are two of his
major campaign donors, Connaughton and Barnes, on CRC’s board, but two of his key advisors, Robert
Lichfield and Mel Sembler, faced firestorms after allegations of abuse emerged regarding their own residential
treatment chains.
Meanwhile, Ann Romney has said that she would make helping troubled teens a top priority as first lady. And
CRC is roaring ahead with an expanded sales force; Eckert, the CEO, told investors in May, “We now have
[sales] coverage in every major metropolitan area in the United States.”
The Romney campaign did not respond to queries about his investment in CRC. But candidate Romney has been
outspoken about his belief that for-profit health care companies can flourish only without onerous regulations. “I
had the occasion of actually acquiring and trying to build health care businesses,” he said during a primary
debate last year. “I know something about it, and I believe markets work. And what’s wrong with our health care
system in America is that government is playing too heavy a role.”
Crystal Manganaro likely has a different view. She is the mother of Matthew Meyer, the 14-year-old who died at
Aspen’s Lone Star program in 2004, and has forcefully advocated for a federal crackdown on teen residential
programs, including those run by Aspen. “For those of you who have not lived through losing a child due to
negligence, you just cannot imagine what it feels like unless you have walked through it and deal with it every
day of your life,” she said in 2009. “My son is dead and there is nothing I can do about that, but I’ll be damned if
my son died in vain.”
This article was reported in partnership with The Investigative Fund at The Nation Institute, with generous
additional support from the Fund for Investigative Journalism.
Close
Art Levine is a contributing editor at Washington Monthly.
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08-08-2012 ~ The Eighth Initiatory Gateway of Light

Mp3 download www.pleiadianlight.net/dl.htm
You Tube Video http://www.youtube.com/user/AnritaMelchizedek
On August 8th, 2012, we enter into the eighth initiatory Gateway of Light through the eighth ray of
Transcendence and the Overlighting of Lady Nada, and the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light.
The eighth ray of Transcendence is a beautiful expansive Seafoam Green and Violet colored Flame, amplified
in Light frequencies to assist in the purging, clearing, healing and releasing of old wounds, cellular memories
and false beliefs as well as assisting the physical/etheric body to regenerate and heal itself. The energy of the
eighth ray is primarily about the breaking up of old, outdated belief systems and structures, to create form
through the rebirth of new energies and beliefs and the experience of Divine Love. In so doing, we transcend
our dualities through the “sacred flame of transcendence”, and in detachment and Self Mastery, come into a
deeper experience of One Unity Consciousness.
In this “Blue Moon” month, beginning and ending with Full Moons, we undergo our eighth initiation as The
Warden, a Keeper of Justice to Mother Earth and all her Life. It is in this Now moment that we are able to
ease the tensions and stresses experienced within our daily lives through the focus on stability, equilibrium,
understanding, unconditional Love and infinite expansiveness, increasing our ability to remain steadfast in the
Light of Mother/Father God while bringing a focus to the injustices upon this earthplane. It may also be a time
when we take on the mantle of new creative projects, discover new gifts or move into a new direction in our
Service work.
We are further offered an opportunity to build our multidimensional bodies of Light, to cloak ourselves in our
sacred Spiritual Robes of Self Mastery and the Patterns of Perfection from On High as we experience the New
Earth Templates of Light through the Photonic Rays of Light and the fifth dimensional frequencies of Divine
Love. This allows for the Divine energy of pure Light and Love to ground into our lower bodies so our
emotional, mental, etheric, physical and soul bodies can be filled with Divine energy. Additionally, it
facilitates a pathway of consciousness that is experienced through the Group I Am Avatar Body of Light and
allows all Life on this earth plane to experience the pathway of transcendence through forgiveness and Divine
Love.
To this end, we are invited into the Ascension Seat in Delphi, Greece, to ground the new energies of Light and
to assist in the healing of ourselves and our relationships in detachment, forgiveness and Divine Love. From
here, we are invited into the Temple of Transcendence within the Pleiades constellation.
August 9

th

starts with the Central Sun Day, experienced through Alcyone. As we lift ourselves into the Temple

of Transcendence within the Pleiades Constellation, we experience the Divine Consciousness of One as we
actualize the Golden Solar Sun Disc of Light within our hearts, and connect to all the Spiritual Suns in
alignment with our Beloved I Am Presence. We further anchor and activate our higher dimensional chakras, to
create our fifth dimensional Body of Light through the sacred geometry of the octahedron and the Photonic
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rays of Light. Additionally, we experience a deeper integration of the geometries of Light within the 144
st
Crystalline Grid of Divine Love, to be activated on December 21 , 2012. And for advanced Initiates of Light,
there is a window of opportunity to enter into the Halls of Amenti.
th
The New Moon energies on August 17 /18th take us into a deeper alignment of our Service work and the
ability to remain steadfast in the Light as these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love, truly being able to
bring a focus to our co-creations as these Master Beings of Light.
st
On August the 21 , we anchor the eighth Silver Cosmic Christ Holographic Disc and two minor discs through
the spinal column, while focusing on the Light integration within our 13 body chakra system and that of
Mother’s Earth Light Body through her 13 primarily vortices and chakras.
August 22

nd

, World Healing Day, offers us the opportunity to take this sacred Seafoam Green and Violet Flame

of Transcendence out to all of Humanity, assisting us in reconnecting in new way within our relationships, and
allowing all Life on this earth plane to potentially experience the healing rays and Divine Love of
Mother/Father God, and the Company of Heaven.
st
As we end this month with the second Full Moon on August 31 , we have a sense of the new encodings of
Light coming in through the New Earth Templates of Light; and a sense of excitement in the knowing that we
are indeed changing and shifting into a deeper alignment of Divine Love collectively through the Cosmic Heart
of All Creation. The experience of the New Earth energies will start to be tangibly felt as we are propelled
into a greater Planetary Light Quotient in the month of September and a deeper sense of interconnectivity,
Self mastery and Divine Love as these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love. And so it is.

~ Invocation to the Eighth Initiatory Gateway of Light ~
I call upon the Overlighting of Mother/Father God,
the Pleiadians, the Sirians, the Andromedans and the Arcturians, all of the Light,
the Archangels and Angels, the Trinity Lords of Light, Lord Michael, Lord Metatron and Lord Melchizedek,
the Chohans of the Rays: El Morya, Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Paul the Venetian, Hilarion, Sananda, St. Germain,
Lady Nada, Mother Mary, Allah Gobi, Quan Yin and Pallas Athena, the Mighty Elohim, the Melchizedek
Brotherhood of the Light, Lord Buddha, Sanat Kumara, Helios and Vesta and Lord Melchior,
the Mahatma, the Cosmic Avatar of Synthesis,
and all other Beings of Light I personally acknowledge,
as I now merge with my Beloved I Am Presence, the Highest Light that I Am within the Cosmic Heart of
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Mother/Father God.
I now call forth to Lady Nada and the Pleiadian Emissaries of the Light to take me in an external Merkaba
Vehicle of Light, into the Ascension Seat within Delphi, so I may undergo my eighth initiation as The Warden,
so I can cleanse and clear my lower bodies and sub-consciousness mind,
so I may create anew my relationships in Divine Love,
so I may assist in the healing of my physical/etheric body,
so I may assist all Life to experience the radiance of the One Heart of All Creation, through forgiveness and
Divine Love.

As I enter into this Ascension Seat,
I am surrounded in this sacred Seafoam Green and Violet Flame of Transcendence.
I now request the return of all Soul fragments and energies that were manipulated through control and power
issues,
I now request the purification, clearing and healing of my lower bodies,
I now request the removal of any blockages within my genetic lineage preventing me from loving and
harmonious relationships and the full merger with my Beloved I Am Presence.

I now anchor the eighth major Cosmic Christ Holographic Disc and two minor discs along the spinal column.
I gently move my body from side to side and backwards and forwards, facilitating the process of the
cerebrospinal fluid and the recalibration of my nervous system, meridians and chakras.

I am now taken in Soul Consciousness into the Ascension Seat within Alcyone.
Greeted and welcomed as an Emissary of Light by the Pleiadian Emissaries of Light,
I now find my Self in an octahedronal shaped Temple of Light.
As these Flames of Transcendence purify and heal my lower bodies,
the sacred geometry of the octahedron is now created around my etheric, emotional and mental bodies.

As I now experience the New Earth Templates of Divine Love,
and the Photonic Rays of Light,
the Golden Solar Sun Dics of Light is actualized within my heart.
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I now connect to the Inner Earth Sun, the Sun, the Central Sun and now Great Central Sun,
as I merge with my Beloved I Am Presence,
experiencing my I Am Avatar Body of Light.
I now anchor and activate the higher dimensional chakras of Light through my chakra system,
and create my fifth dimensional Body of Light.

And now, with the Legions upon Legions of Light,
The Light Workers, Star Seeded Ones and all those awakened in heart and mind,
I connect into the Group I Am Avatar Consciousness of Light,
And from here, into the 144 Crystalline Grid of Divine Love.
I now experience a deeper integration of the geometries of Light within this One Unity Consciousness Grid,
And the energetic planetary keycodes of this new Golden Age of Light.

I now assist in wrapping the Earth and all Her Life in this sacred Seafoam Green and Violet Flame of
Transcendence,
allowing all Life the potential to experience these healing rays of Light,
and a pathway of Light through forgiveness and Divine Love.
I now find my Self back in my sacred space,
grounding into the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth,
and the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God.
I am now surrounded in this beautiful Seafoam Green and Violet Flame of Transcendence,
and the Golden Flame of Empowerment and One Unity Consciousness,
Overlighting this sacred year of 2012.
I Am courage, justice, integrity, and wisdom,
I Am stability, equilibrium, and unconditional Love,
I Am understanding, unity and infinite expansiveness,
I Am All That I Am.
Music by Micheal Hammer www.michaelhammer.com
Invocation by Anrita Melchizedek www.pleiadianlight.net
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http://www.pleiadianlight.net/page2.htm
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